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Integrated Terminal Management System
by Laurel A. Kent0, Michael ]. Merrick" and George T. Poppas*

INTRODUCTION

V^ARD AND TERMINAL expenses,
*■ including associated car hire costs,
account for up to 40% of a railroad's
operating costs. Since yard and terminal
operations account for such a significant
portion of total costs, industry officials
have long recognized the economic need
to manage terminal operations as effi
ciently as possible. Yet freight cars still
spend 62% of their cycle time in yards,
according to industry studies.
As a result, improvements to yard
performance offer the greatest opportu
nity for improved system performance.
There have been numerous studies and
research projects on yard performance.
The results of these are aptly summa
rized in a 1977 FRA reporti which says,
"There are substantial improvements
that can be made by the railroads in
their operations primarily through
tighter management of their activities
which will yield significant improve
ments in car utilization and service while
at the same time reducing costs."
During the past 20-26 years, as a re
sult of many factors including improved
communications techniques, railroad
companies have moved toward the con
solidation of operations into large com
puterized hump yards and toward the
centralization of both operations and
data collection.
This consolidation process has had a
number of operational efficiencies and
economies which generally accrue from
economies of scale. However, the ex
panded facilities also resulted in large
scale and more complex systems of man
agement. For example, as levels of or
ganization have increased, specialization
of responsibilities has been necessary.
Such changes have resulted in a more
complex management environment where
decision making requires current and
timely information, well established lines
of communication and responsibility,
and close coordination among several
managers.
Recognizing these changes, many rail
roads instituted large scale data gather
ing and reporting systems as a means of
assisting management. Much progress
has been made but as industry statistics
show there is still considerable room for
improvement.

*Deloitte Haakins & Sells, Washing
ton, D.C.

It appears that some major advances
could be made toward improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of terminal
management by instituting a more
structured information system. This ad
ditional structuring would provide a
framework for decision making through
the use of a system of control areas and
control factors which are assigned to
specific managers. Within each control
area, the control factor becomes the "set
point" for determining when corrective
action must be taken by the responsible
managers.
This paper describes a system of ter
minal management based upon three
broad control areas—car scheduling, per
diem costs, labor and other operating
costs. Within each area are a series of
control factors and actual results are re
ported to those managers who have di
rect operational responsibility for con
trolling results.
This system is intended to:

• provide a basis for improving serv
ice while controlling costs
• provide a basis for performance
evaluation for each control area
and factor within terminal opera
tions
• be responsive to the complex set of
human factors which comprise the
terminal operations work force —
both management and labor.

During the 1950's and 1960's, manu
facturing industries, such as automo
biles, electronics, electrical equipment,
etc., developed structured integrated
systems. These systems integrate pro
duction schedules, operations cost report
ing and inventory cost reporting. They
permit a level of planning and control
the railroad industry is now capable of
installing.

COMPONENTS OF ITMS

The unique characteristic of the Inte
grated Terminal Management System is
that it integrates individual methodolo
gies which have been developed in part,
over the past several years. By using
these as components, it is possible to ac
quire a new generation of terminal man
agement techniques in a relatively short
period. The Integrated Terminal Man
agement System (ITMS) employs:

• tactical control of freight car
scheduling by the use of the Ter
minal Sequencing System (TSS)
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• tactical control of freight car
per diem costs through a Car Hire
Costing System (CHCS)
• control of terminal labor and other
operating costs through the use of
a Cost Accounting System for
Yards and Terminals (CASYT)
• advanced technical training and
management development methods
to indoctrinate all levels of termi
nal personnel.

Each of these components is discussed
below in terms of description, concept,
what it does, outputs, and benefits.

Terminal Sequencing System

TSS is a tactical operations planning
and control model for railroad freight
car classification yards.* The TSS design
premise is that the quality of service to
shippers, yard processing costs per car
and car hire expenses are greatly af
fected by the sequence and schedule in
which cars are classified and assembled
into outbound trains.
The TSS design concepts are based
upon several broad principles.

• There is an optimum sequence and
schedule for classifying cars and
assembling them into outbound
trains.
• Yard managers need a computer
ized tool to quickly evaluate the

myriad of changing operational re
quirements and factors which must
be considered.
• Yard performance goals are best
reflected in a formalized schedule
of car connections and outoutbound
trains.
• A tactical planning and control
tool must start with this formal
ized schedule of connections and
outbound trains and calculate back
to arrive at a schedule and se
quence for performing yard opera
tions. While this is the reverse of
the actual car flow within a termi
nal, it is an essential aspect of the
model.

As shown in Figure 1, control factors
affecting railroad terminal through
throughput can generally be classified
into four categories. Some of these con
trol factors are under the Terminal Su
perintendent's control; others are not,
but must be considered in the manage
ment process.
System logic has been developed to
maximize the number of freight cars to
depart on time with scheduled outbound
trains. Utmost consideration was given
to assuring that yard personnel retain
the decision-making role with respect to
balancing local service priorities with
system service priorities. Therefore, TSS
calculates the times at which critical
yard activities must be completed to

CONTROL FACTORS AFFECTING
RAILROAD TERMINAL THROUGHPUT

1. PHYSICAL
CONSTRAINTS

2. INBOUND
DEMAND

3. RESOURCE
CONSTRAINTS

FACTORS
NOT UNDER TERMINAL
SUPERINTENDENT'S CONTROL

Yord Design
— number of receiving yord
tracks
— number of departure yard
tracks
— number of bowl tracks
— etc.
Arrival of Road Trains
Release of Cars by Shipper

Road Power Available
Road Crews Available

4. OUTBOUND System Schedule Requirements
REQUIREMENTS — Train schedules— Train blocking

FIGURE 1

FACTORS
UNDER TERMINAL
SUPERINTENDENT'S
CONTROL

Assignment of Destination
Blocks to Bowl Tracks

Assignment of Tracks to In
bound/Outbound Trains

Yard Maintenance Scheduling

Pick-up of Local Industry
Cars for Outbound Processing

Yard Power Assigned
Yard Crews Assigned
Clerical Forces Assigned

Train Building Activities— classification of cars— building outbound trains/
calling

— delivery of cars to industry— waybill processing
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meet system priorities. Yard managers
must take deliberate action to override
these priorities when necessary.
Six reports are generated by TSS as
shown below.

• Current Working Schedule
• Inventory Available for Humping
• Class Track Overflow Projection
• Projected Status of Outbound
Trains Using Recommended Sched
ules
• Recommended Pull Schedule
• Recommended Hump Schedule

The most important of these reports,
shown in Figure 2, are the Recommend
ed Pull Schedule and the Recommended
Hump Schedule.
The Recommended Pull Schedule is
used as a guide for assigning switch
crews to couple and pull cars out of class
tracks and to switch them into out
bound trains in the departure yard. The
yardmaster monitors progress in meet
ing schedule requirements and forecasts
when outbound delays are likely. When
delays are encountered, yard managers
must decide what changes to operating
requirements are necessary and input
them to TSS in order to obtain revised
schedules.
The Recommended Hump Schedule is
used by the hump yardmaster for select
ing cuts of cars in the receiving yard for
humping. The hump sequence and sched-

ule shown on this report will probably
vary from the widespread policy of first
in-first out processing in that the recom
mended sequence includes consideration
of outbound requirements over an ex
tended planning horizon of 16 to 24
hours. The report is also used for moni
toring progress in classifying cars to
bowl tracks before scheduled lockout
times and for forecasting when addi
tional resources will be needed to meet
schedules.
TSS is designed to improve car transit
times and transit time reliability, there
by improving freight car utilization. It
should also help improve the capacity of
rail yards to handle peak traffic loads. It
is a unique tool in the railroad industry
in that it introduces strict production
management planning and control tech
niques into an operations area having a
great impact on railroad profitability.
The TSS model has been developed
through the detailed design stage. Ac
tions to implement and test a pilot ver
sion of the system are not underway.

Cost Accounting System for
Yards and Terminals

The Cost Accounting System for Yards
and Terminals is designed to provide
railroad management with effective
physical and financial measures for con
trol of yard and terminal operations.3

RECOMMENDED PULL SCHEDULE
RUN TIME 14:55 DATE 8/18/78

SCHEDULED ESTIMATED SET

OUTBOUNDID
DEPARTURE
TIME

DEPARTURE
TIME

HACK
REASON

LATEST
START
PULL
TIME

PU.L
LEAD

LOCKOUT
TIME

CUSS
TRACK BLOCKS

R27218 1) 19:00 18 19:30 B ia is :10 1 ia 15:10-15:25 B11 KCA

18 15:40-16:00 B12 NAS

ii 16:15-16:35 817 •
MMP

R76018 18 19:45 tf 19:45 - ia 1C:50 1 ii 16:50-17:15 Bit EVA

17:25-17:40 824 ESI

174119 19 00:30 19 00:30 - ia 17:10 2 1B 17:10-17:45 B44 CIS

RECOMMENDED HUMP SCHEDULE
RUN TIME 19:25 DATE 8/18/78

LATEST LATEST LATEST LATEST PROIECTED
SUGGESTEDTRAIN/ INSPECT/BLEEDOONSISTVERIFY HXP START HJ4P COMPLETECARSTO OVERFLOW
HJHP ORDERCUT ID TRACK PRIORITY COMPLETETIME COMPLETETIME TIME TIME CLASSIFY CARS

1 R27218 V4 1 CorrpUte 19:35 19:50 20:25 68 0

2 R2711B A89 20:15 20:15 20:30 21:00 104 1

3 082916 A#3 (orn.l.te 20:55 21:10 21:55 83 0

4 H0LD18 A22 Conplete 21:50 22:05 22:35 42 0

FIGURE 2
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The system is based on responsibility ac
counting by cost center and encompasses
both flexible budgets for control of op
erations and fixed budgets for corporate
financial planning. Both types of budgets
are based on standards for switch crew
performance and standard, or budgeted,
amounts for other costs.
The basic theory of this system is that
the flexible budget reflects the true cost
of yard and terminal operations and
that (1) any differences between the
flexible budget and actual costs are the
result of either operating efficiencies and
deficiencies or changes in prices, and (2)
differences between the flexible budget
and the fixed budget are the result of
fluctuations in either the volume of
switching or the mix of types of switch
ing performed.
The fixed budget tells terminals man
agement what its costs should be for a
future period if the forecast switching
volume and mix materializes. The flexible
budget tells terminal management what
its costs should have been based on the
actual volume and mix of switching ac
tivity accomplished during a period. The
flexible budget sets standards for costs
with which actual performance can be
compared.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the in
corporation of switch standards in the
fixed and flexible budgets. Both budgets
incorporate the same monthly budgeted
(or standard) costs for all terminal costs
except switch labor costs. For the switch
crew labor portion of the fixed budget,
swit"h cost standards are multiplied by
the forecast of switching activity to de
termine the anticipated level of switch
crew cost for a future period. On the
other hand, for the flexible budget the
switching costs are multiplied by the ac
tual accomplished switching activity to
determine the earned standard crew cost
for a past period. The operating and cost
information this system provides can be
used to improve operating plans and
budgets. The improved cost data can be
used for developing and checking prices,
economic analyses, investment analyses
and other analytical purposes. This in
formation can also be used to show areas
of unsatisfactory performance and aid
in cost reduction.
In addition to monthly dollar flexible
and fixed budget reports, the system pro
duces daily and monthly switching per
formance reports which compare stand
ard earned labor hours for each switch
crew with its actual time-card hours.
This comparison between actual and
earned hours allows management to de
termine where too much time is being
spent, which switch crews perform better,
and what work activities need to be re
organized. It provides an effective tool
to reschedule work based upon crew per

formance. Better planning and calling of
extra crews can be accomplished by
using the standard switching hours to
estimate how many crews are needed to
process the expected work volume. An
example of a daily switching perform
ance report is shown in Figure 4.

Car Hire Costing System

The car hire costing system computes
the costs associated with holding cars in
a terminals Through a variety of re
ports, it details and summarizes car hire
costs of all cars in a yard, terminal or
other operating entity. The system is
based on the concept that the responsi
bility for controlling car hire costs rests
with the operating department and as
such are included in the operating de
partment's budget.
Using a railroad's car inventory sys
tem and the Association of American
Railroads' Universal Machine Language
Equipment Register as its data base, the
system applies car hire rates to cars on
hand to determine the hire cost of those
cars. The system is run daily and reports
the car hire charges which have accumu
lated for each car in a yard from the
time of arrival at the yard until the cut
off time of the report. The reports allo
cate costs among three responsibility
areas for each yard: transportation, me
chanical and miscellaneous.
By portraying the car hire costs re
sulting from delaying cars this system
shows a major part of the cost of delay
ing cars. To a terminal manager, who
must balance cost and service considera
tions, costs are tangible items, quanti
fiable and part of a budget. Any decision
which has an adverse effect on costs will
ultimately affect profitability. However,
service is more abstract, not as easily
quantified. Further, a single decision
which has an adverse effect on service
will probably have no immediate and no
visible effect on profitability. In addition,
the terminal manager is not held ac
countable for car hire costs which is the
out-of-pocket cost for service delay. The
Car Hire Costing System produces tan
gible evidence of the costs incurred In-
delaying cars and assigns responsibility
for car hire costs to the managers most
able to control those costs.
Car hire rates are a maior comnon»nt
of operating expenses. The following
table shows the car hire exnenses paid
by several Class I railroads in 1970.
The Boston and Maine svstem gener
ates several reports »t both the detail
and summarv levels. Fierure 5 is an ex
ample of a Yard Status Detail Report.
This report is prepared for each yard
and computes car hire costs for each car
in the yard.
An example of a summary report is
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% Of
Optg .
Expenses

Burlington Northern
Missouri Pacific
Norfolk & Western

Southern

Southern Pacific

RWY Optg.
Expenses *
(Freight )

$2,311 ,233
1,234,979
1,123 ,604
807 ,399

1,866 ,363

Care Hire
Expenses

$ 178,319

217 ,034

145,966

115 ,932

239,953

Includes car hire debits and credits.
Source : I. C.C. R-1 Reports
000 ' s Omitted .

INCORPORATION OF SWITCH STANDARDS
IN THE FIXED AND FLEXIBLE BUDGET

Forecast of
Annual
Switching
Activity Annual

Switch
Labor
Budget

Switching
Standards

Fixed Budget
Corporate
Financial
Planning

Budget of
Other costs
by cost
Center

Flex . Budget
Operating

Control
Actual
Switching
Activity

Flexible
Switch
Labor
Budget

Switching
Standards

FIGURE 3
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DAILY SWITCHING PERFORMANCE REPORT

Date ..... ......

Terminal Springfield

This Date
Switch Crew Hours

Better
Actual Standard (worse ) Efficiency

Cost Center
& Activity

( 1 )
Activity
Count

( 2) Crew #123

10 . 8

2 . 0

1 . 6
6 . 7

Spotted , ind C
Pulled , Ind C
Trips , Ind C
Spotted TOFC
Trips TOFC
Repair
Std . Crew Allowance

0 . 3
2 .6
5 . 5-

32 . 0 29 . 5 ( 2. 5 ) 91. 5 %

(4) (3) (5) (6 )
Note : The activity count (1) is multiplied by the standard per unit to determine the standard (2)

The standard total (3) is compared to actual time worked (4) to determine efficiency (5) and (6 ).

FIGURE 4

YARD STATUS DETAIL REPORT

Cars on Hand Over 36 — Hours as ofMidnight 9/ 06 /79

TERMINALSUIT. EASTDEERFIELD
L

CONSIGNEE
DESTINATION
CITY

MONEY
PERDIER INCE

YARD E DEERFIELMA
CAR MECH
INIT NUMBEREDEST

BM 984 A230

CHI 6977 L BIOS
BM 966 E A230

CP 23054 LB105

BAR 4427 LB106

TONS

35

80
30

ARRIVAL RATES
TRAINTIMEMODAYPERDIEN INCEN.

PLCA 100009 05 .26

PLCA100009 OS 11 .03PREPFEED AGENT EDKERFIELMA 1.35
9.62
4.95
9.62

5. 40FLOUR ACENT .12 .06 1.50

PAPER AGENT 3.42

57 ACENT

E AGENT

ACENT

RFIELMA
EDEERFIELMA
EDEERFIELMA

EDEERFIELMA

EDEERFIELMA

EDEERFIELM

GREENFIELMA
SPRINGFIEMA

TURFALLSMA

TIBRD

431
51

SOU525931

CP382010
PC 549807

RBOX16430

14.10

•PLCA100009 05
PLCA 100009

PLCA100009

PLCA

PLCA 100009 Os

PLCA 100009
PLCA 100009 05
PLCA100009 05

PICA 100009 Os

EMPTYCARS 6

.

61

LA230

LL152
0312

B208

GRAINKILL

AGENT

ACENT
ACENT .16 .05

11.02

6.08
13.96

1.90

68 PULP ACENT

LOADEDCARS 6 30. 11 3.0

FIGURE 5
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YARD STATUS SUMMARY REPORT

PERIOD ENDING MIDNIGHT 09 -03 -79
AYER . ......... . .. ...MAYARD

BOCK TOUR
LOAD
012
EMPTY

HOURS-1326
LOADENPTY

MOUR$2938
LOADENPTY

IMUR$37215
LOADFNPIT

HOURS49-80
LOADEMPTY

JOURSOVER60
LOAD EMPTY

TOTAL-CARS
LOADEMPTY

PERDIEN
24HOURS
23.06-PITCMBURG

AYER MA 79.84

MCVILLE NY 14.64

DOSTONARTSTICI 5.70

MELLSRIVERVE 11.24

WORCESTERNA 61.96

ROTTERDAM---- NY 10

FASTDEERFIELO 9.60

-AYER - MA- . . . 131 - - -

ROT-TOTAL-MOURS
TOTALPERDIM
TOTALINCENTIVE

.00

.00
65.98
26.10

201-
67.28
23.32

20
16.66
2.34

.00

.00
19.04
73.44

1920
568.96
121.40

922
228.22
66.90

FIGURE 6

of the system . The training is at two
levels - operator and manager . The crea
tion of an information system can be dif .
ficult . Training is usually limited to the
operator on the input side of the sys
tem .
Railroads need more comprehensive
training from the manager ' s point of
view . It has been our experience in de
signing information systems that man
agers often do not know how to respond
to reports . The process of using infor
mation systems requires an understand
ing of various skill levels to assure com
petent use of the system .

shown in Figure 6. The Yard Status
Summary Report is prepared for each
yard and lists the number of loads, emp -
ties and their costs for each destination
block . This report informs terminal man -
agement how many cars have accumu -
lated for each destination and their hire
costs . It also reports which blocks have
incurred the greatest delay .
The information contained in these re
ports assists B & M terminal management
in directing its resources to moving those
cars which have been delayed the long
est and incurred the greatest hire cost .
It also assists management in making
run vs . wait decisions by showing the
car hire cost consequences of those de
cisions .
Although not a feature of the Boston
and Maine ' s present system , the Inte
grated Terminal Management System

includes car hire expenses in the fixed
and flexible budgets of the Cost Account -
ing System for Yards and Terminals de-
scribed earlier . Car hire costs for the
fixed budget are based on forecasted
traffic volumes . Car hire costs for the
flexible budget are based on actual traf

fi
c volumes .

In this manner , management can an
ticipate car hire costs through the fixed
budget and measure performance
through the flexible budget . The flexible
budget sets standards o

f

costs , including
car hire costs , with which actual per
formance can be compared .

INTEGRATED TERMINAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Integrated Terminal Management
System provides railroad management a

structure which corresponds with the
evolutionary consolidation and centrali
zation process which has occurred in the
industry . It is a management process
whereby service considerations and the
cost of operations can be balanced , both

a
t

the terminal level and at the manage
ment level of a railroad . At the same
time , it sets up a reporting and control
mechanism which parallels the manage
ment process .

The system will permit terminal man
agers to ask "What if " type questions .

For example , "What is the impact o
f de

laying the departure o
f

a
n outbound

train one hour to wait for an inbound
connection ? ” The Integrated Terminal
Management System would have the ca
pability (through TSS ) of cascading the
effect o

f

that delay back o
n all o
f

the

Training

The final piece o
f ITMS is a training
package to assure the best use is made
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cars waiting to be classified and the
trains waiting to be dispatched. The cost
of that delay would be calculated
through the use of the Car Hire Costing
System.
In summary, the railroads have, in
place, the most costly requirement for
ITMS—a data base consisting of waybill
and operating information. ITMS is de
signed to permit railroads, at low cost
relative to the investment expense of
the equipment being managed, to con
trol their operations in such a way as to
significantly improve their financial lev
erage.

FOOTNOTES

1 "Potential Economies and Improvements in
Performance Resulting from Improvements in
Railroad Terminal Operations." Federal Railroad
Administration. (FRA-OPPD-78-1 ), November
1977.

2 Marcia M. Allen and William J. Rennicke,
Terminal Sequencing; System, Transportation Re
search Forum, 1977.

3 "A Costing Methodology for Yards and Ter
minals—The Conceptual Design of a Cost Infor
mation System," developed by Deloitte Haskins
A Sells under contract to the Federal Railroad
Administration, DOT-FR-65135, 1977.

4 This system was developed by and imple
mented on the Boston and Maine.


